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Abstract Ordinary physics being unable to specify an

intelligent guiding principle to account for the apparent

life’s intelligent design, some of the intelligent design

movement advocates propose a metaphysical intelligent

designer. In this regard, although intelligent design move-

ment starts from a valid scientific premise, it ends up with a

metaphysical inference that cannot be empirically falsified.

Thus, it undermines its scientific credibility. Based on

quantum information biology (QIB) which is a generalized

physics hypothesis, we demonstrate that biological evolu-

tion is subject to a physical intelligent guiding principle

(PIGP). Generalized physics (QIB) is a set of physical

properties and laws that distinguish life from nonlife,

irreducible to ordinary physics, and admit limiting transi-

tion to quantum mechanics. In other words, biology, or

some aspects of it, is generalized physics. According to the

PIGP, a species’ increase in bio-complexity, phylogeneti-

cally, measured in terms of Jorgensen’s eco-exergy density

is a function of its bio-intelligence. Bio-intelligence has the

dimensions of action, information and time; it is the

capacity to generate bio-complexity and represents evolu-

tion target criterion. The PIGP does not clash with Dar-

winian evolution basic mechanism, random mutational

changes and natural selection. Because natural selection

selects beneficial mutations and beneficial mutations are

those which satisfy the criteria of bio-intelligence, they are

not random. Bio-intelligence is the origin of human intel-

ligence, i.e., ‘‘The nature of intelligence is nature’s

intelligence.’’

Keywords Bio-information � Bio-intelligence �
Eco-exergy � Evolution � Intelligent design, maximum

action principle

1 Introduction

The causes of bio-information generation during ontoge-

netic growth and development, ecosystem growth and

development, as well as during phylogenetic evolution, are

one of the greatest challenges facing both theoretical

physics and theoretical biology. Neo-Darwinism claims

that such bio-information generation can be accounted for

by natural selection acted upon random mutational chan-

ges. However, numerous scientists have questioned the

efficacy of selection and random mutational changes as a

mechanism for generating the bio-information necessary

for morphological novelty (Eden 1966; Wadington 1968a,

b, c; Gould 1982; Yockey 1992, Thomson 1992; Kauffman

1995; Perez 2010; Jorgensen 2007, 2012; Elsheikh 2010,

2014).

Eden who was especially concerned about the elements

of randomness contended ‘‘No currently existing language

can tolerate random changes in the symbol sequences

which express its sentences. Meaning is almost invariably

destroyed. Any changes must be syntactically lawful

ones.’’ Eden (1966). Whyte (1965) suggested that in

addition to Darwinian selection there should be an internal

selection of mutants at the molecular, chromosomal and

cellular levels, in accordance with their compatibility with

internal coordination of the system. Waddington

(Waddington 1968a, b, c) tried to show that evolution does

not depend on random search. He emphasized that what

occurs randomly are the mutations on the genome level;
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however, the output of these changes on the phenotype is

not random, i.e., there are certain operators that map the

space of genotypes into a ‘‘fitness space.’’ Dawkins (1986)

proposed what he called cumulative selection as an alter-

native to what he called single-step selection.

Based on his proposed Ecological Law of Thermody-

namics (ELT) which states ‘‘A system that receives a

throughflow of exergy (high-quality energy) will try to

utilize the exergy flow to move away from thermodynamic

equilibrium, and if more combinations of components and

processes are offered to utilize the exergy flow, the system

will select the organization that gives the system as much

exergy content (storage) as possible, i.e., maximizes dEx/

dt.,’’ Jorgensen (2006, 2007, 2012, 2015) demonstrates that

biological evolution maximizes eco-exergy density. Eco-

exergy is an organism’s work energy, including the infor-

mation work energy embodied in the genes; it could also be

understood as the organism bio-mass and the genetic

information embedded in this mass.

McClendon (1980) compared biological evolution with

chemical evolution of isotopes. From the comparison, he

concluded that the forces which drive biological evolution

are intrinsic property of matter. In other words, the evo-

lution of novel, more complex organisms, from lower ones

precedes adaptation and selection. Kauffman (1995) had a

similar view. He suggests that selection acts, not only on

random variations, but also on emergent patterns of order

that self-organize via the laws of nature. Perez (2010)

demonstrated that there is an evolutionary matrix that

governs the structure of DNA, so that beneficial mutations

cannot be random. Davies P is concerned with whether

there are nontrivial quantum phenomena relevant for

biology. Nontrivial is meant the presence of long-ranged,

long-lived, or multiparticle quantum coherences, the

explicit use of quantum entanglement, etc. He emphasized

‘‘If quantum mechanics is to play a nontrivial role in bio-

systems, then some way to sustain quantum coherence at

least for biochemically, if not biologically, significant time

scales must be found. Without this crucial step, quantum

biology is dead’’ Davies (2004). Pattee (1968) asserts that

if living matter is exactly the same as nonliving matter with

respect to description by physical laws, then this does not

answer the obvious question of why living matter is so

conspicuously different from nonliving matter.

Certain authors regard these inadequacies and conflict-

ing hypotheses as a decisive refutation of Darwinism and

hence call for an intelligent designer (Meyer 2004; Dem-

bski 1998). Truman (1999) challenged naturalists to

demonstrate where does information come from in the first

place and, secondly, how could it increase over time.

Dembski asserts ‘‘Natural causes are in principle incapable

of explaining the origin of complex specified information

(CSI). To be sure, natural causes can explain the flow of

CSI, being ideally suited for transmitting already existing

information. What natural causes could not do, however, is

originate CSI. This strong proscriptive claim, that natural

causes can only transmit CSI but never originate it, I call

the law of conservation of information. It is this law that

gives definite scientific content to the claim that CSI is

intelligently caused’’ Dembski (1998).

Although intelligent design movement starts from a

valid scientific premise concerning the bio-systems intel-

ligent design, it ends up with a metaphysical inference that

cannot be empirically falsified. Thus, it undermines its

scientific credibility. Moreover, the notion of complex

specified information CSI advocated by intelligent design

movement is not operationally defined in order to prove

that information cannot originate or increase by naturalistic

causes. Under such circumstances, any quantification of

bio-information (i.e., CSI) and the discovery of the laws of

its increase, as we would like to demonstrate, will save the

efforts to invite god of the gaps.

To overcome these difficulties concerning the nature of

life and its evolution, Elsheikh (2010, 2014, 2015) pro-

poses broadening the ontological foundation of contem-

porary physical theory, by giving answers to the following

questions:

• What is the physical property that distinguishes life

from nonlife and contains the dynamical essence of

living systems? The physical property that plays in

biology the unifying role the concept of energy plays in

physics?

• What is the physical law or principle associated with

the above-mentioned property and in consequence itself

must distinguish life from nonlife?

• What is the field material substrate that embodies the

mentioned property and its associated principle?

• What are the field equations and how can they describe

biotic evolution and development.

• How can they reveal the evolution physical intelligent

guiding principle?

2 Methods

2.1 Quantum information fractal field hypothesis

(QIFFH)

Elsheikh (2010, 2014, 2015) proposes the hypothesis of

QIB. QIB is the study of biosystems as spontaneous self-

organizing dynamical systems. QIB bridges the gap

between physics and biology and proposes a unified theory

of life according to which both phylogeny and ontogeny
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can be studied on the basis of QIFF equations. To

accomplish this goal, Elsheikh proposes broadening the

concepts and principles of information, least action prin-

ciple and quantum field.

2.2 Bio-information

He distinguishes between genome physical information

which is a measure of genome static physical complexity in

bytes, and genome’s bio-information a measure of gen-

ome’s bio-complexity which is developmental and func-

tional, and has the dimensions of energy and information.

In this new perspective, the genome’s bio-information

(v(t)) is about the phenotype, since the genome’s bio-in-

formation is meaningless without producing a phenotype.

The bio-information increases before adulthood, has a

maximum when the organism is fully grown, decreases

afterward and becomes zero when the organism dies. For

example, considering a unicellular organism that divides

for successive generations, the bio-information becomes a

periodic function of time. Thus, it represents the bio-in-

formation oscillations generated by the genome through

successive generations.

2.3 Least action principle

In physics, the principle of least action, or more accurately

the principle of stationary action is a variation principle

when applied to the action of a mechanical system, can be

used to obtain the equation of motion for that system.

According to the least action principle, a particle moves

along the path for which the action is minimum; this means

the spontaneous motion of the particle is to minimize

action. Now is it possible to extend the action principle to

incorporate the case of maximum action? Grandpierre

(2007). In general, a maximum or most action principle

must allow a system to follow spontaneously a path of

maximum action. Thus, spontaneous self-organization

becomes possible, e.g., embryogenesis and morphogenesis,

because under such circumstances the maximum action

principle maximizes the rate of change of action, whereas

under the least action principle the rate of change of action

is less or equals zero.

2.4 DNA fractal nature

Dan Winter—a pioneer on golden ratio in physics—asserts

that golden ratio fractality is a condition of recursive

constructive interference. In his view, DNA golden ratio-

based dodecahedron fractal geometry is the only geometry

that allows wave patterns to add and multiply recursively

constructively, thus producing a vortex for imploding

charge waves along phi-spiral paths which are paths of

maximum action and maximum coherence. He coined the

term quantum fractal field to designate the state of per-

fected charge distribution and coherence characteristic of

the DNA. Dan Winter (2012).

2.5 Quantum field

A field whether classical or quantum is defined as a func-

tion over space and time. This definition is not sufficient to

contain the dynamical essence of biosystems. Because a

biosystem dynamics or functionality depends on its bio-

information or bio-complexity rather than on the space

coordinates it occupies. So, Elsheikh defines the genome

quantum information fractal field (QIFF) as a function over

bio-information and time, L(v,t). QIFF is the union of DNA

golden ratio-based fractal geometry and the maximum

action principle. Such field generates, in addition to weak

EM waves, self-sustained bio-information oscillations for

successive generations. This means the DNA or genome is

the material substrate of the QIFF.

Definition 1 A genome or genome pool is a quantum

information fractal field, QIFF.

2.6 Postulates

1. The QIFF (genome) generates, in addition to weak EM

waves, self-sustained bio-information oscillations

through successive generations

2. The bio-information oscillations contain the dynamical

essence of the living system.

3. The bio-information sustains the living state.

Definition 2 Bio-information which is the information

stored in DNA and proteins is developmental functional

complexity, within a specific environmental context.

Definition 3 Vitality, v (t), is the genome capacity to

generate developmental functional complexity (bio-infor-

mation), i.e., the capacity to generate phenotype, where

(t) is the time measured from the moment of initial growth.

Based on these postulates and definitions, Elsheikh

(2010, 2014, 2015) defined genome’s bio-information

(developmental functional complexity) in terms of vitality,

v (t), function:

v tð Þ ¼ bE tð Þ‘a ð1Þ

where b is genome’s physical information measured in

bytes (Adami 2002), E (t) organism’s total energy metab-

olized, ‘ = A - t is the organism life expectancy, A

lifespan or cell cycle time and a is an exponent which

depends on species.
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Vitality satisfies the following property:

It increases before adulthood, reaches a maximum at

adulthood, decreases afterward and becomes zero when the

organism dies, i.e., v(A) = 0.

The vitality model may be usefully employed to discuss

vitality for successive generations. We shall essentially be

concerned with unicellular organisms, particularly those

which reproduce by binary fission. For such systems, we

suggest the following equation:

vg ¼ vðt þ mAÞ ¼ vðtÞ ð2Þ

where m = 1, 2, 3,.., is the number of cell divisions or

generations. Equation (2) defines vitality as a periodic

function of time, i.e., it represents vitality oscillations, or

equally acceptable, the bio-information oscillations gener-

ated by the genome as self-replicating quantum informa-

tion fractal field. Consequently, the genome’s bio-

information measured in calories x bits, oscillates in the

time-vitality (t–v) space, also called bio-information space,

during successive generations. This model is equally

applicable to multi-cellular organisms which reveal an

overlap of generations, i.e., overlap of bio-information

oscillations (Fig. 1).

2.7 The Bio-information attractor

Based on the first and second postulates of QIFFH, the life

state of an organism, L, called the bio-information attractor

(or the life-organizing principle) being an attribute of

QIFF, must satisfy the following conditions:

1. L = L(v, t)

2. L is a generalized Schrödinger’s type of system.

3. L is a periodic functional attractor.

We shall therefore assume the simple following form:

L ¼ L0eiU=G ð3Þ

where L0 is the amplitude and G is a constant to be found

and has the dimension of Planck’s constant. To satisfy the

above-mentioned conditions, we limit our considerations to

the concrete example in which U is given by:

UðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

E 1 � x

A

� �a

dx ð4Þ

UðtÞ ¼ VðtÞ
bAa

¼ 1

bAa

Z t

0

vðxÞdx ð5Þ

From (3), (4) and (5), we get:

€L� _v

v
_Lþ vt2

k2
L ¼ 0 ð6Þ

where k = b Aa G.

Elsheikh shows that Eq. (6) represents a nonlinear,

nonconservative and irreversible system, which describes

self-sustained oscillations (2010, 2014, 2015). Further-

more, it has been proved that Eq. (6), being a generalized

Lienard’s system, admits limit cycle. Stable limit cycle

solutions usually characterize structural stability or

dynamic equilibrium, a property of high significance to

bio-systems (Minorsky 1962, Nicolis and Prirogine 1977,

Goodwin 1985). A limit cycle is also called an attractor,

i.e., a set of states of a dynamic physical system toward

which that system tends to evolve, regardless of the initial

conditions of the system. We call the bio-information

attractor that describes muti-cellular organism dynamics a

major attractor, while that which describes cellular

dynamics a minor attractor. A cell type is an example of a

minor attractor which belongs to the basin of a major

attractor.

Elsheikh (2010, 2014), assuming evolution (mutation,

selection, etc) a process through which the bio-information

attractor undertakes negative damping, proves that evolu-

tion leads to the increase or maximization of total vitality

which is the area under the vitality curve, V(A). Although

the genome is the source for generating the bio-information

attractor, the bio-information attractor by describing the

dynamics of cellular and multi-cellular bio-systems con-

tains the genome as subsystem or sub-attractor that belongs

to the basin of the bio-information attractor. This situation

creates genome–phenome reciprocal causality, such that a

bio-system is subject both to upward and downward

causation.

2.8 Field equations

In addition to the periodic bio-information attractor:

€L� _v

v
_Lþ v2

k2
L ¼ 0

Elsheikh (2014, 2015) derived the following laws:

Fig. 1 Hypothetical representation of bio-information oscillations of

a unicellular organism for successive generations. A, the lifespan, is

the period of oscillations (Elsheikh 2015)
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2.9 First law of self-organization

To account for the spontaneous growth, development and

functional activity of living systems, the living system must

maintain a path of maximum action. Under such circum-

stances, the genome capacity to generate developmental

functional complexity (vitality) must be correlated with the

rate of change of action to match the path. Thus, we

demonstrate that the phase of the genome’s bio-informa-

tion oscillations, which has action units, identifies the path

of maximum action we are looking for, from (5) we get:

) _UðtÞ ¼ KvðtÞ ð7Þ

where K ¼ b�1A�a:

Equation (7) establishes the correspondence of energy

and bio-information along the time domain.

From (7):

)VðtÞ ¼ bAaUðtÞ
)VðAÞ ¼ bAaUðAÞ

ð8Þ

where V (A) is total vitality, given by:

V Að Þ ¼
ZA

0

v tð Þdt ð9Þ

By definition, total vitality represents the genome or QIFF

capacity to generate bio-complexity. However, the bio-

complexity of different species is given by:

vsðaÞ ¼ A�a vðaÞ ¼ A�a b EðaÞ ‘a ðaÞ ¼ _U ðaÞ b
ð10Þ

a is the time when the organism is fully grown.

2.10 Second law of self-organization

It is also significant to show that biological information

(total vitality) is also quantized. Such quantization has its

expression in beneficial mutational changes which uncover

the genome stable or quasi-stable states. For this purpose,

the bio-information attractor (the life-organizing principle)

could be employed to derive the proposed quantization

relationship. The derived quantization relation may provide

plausible theoretical basis for punctuated equilibrium.

Thus, given (3) and (5) we get:

LðtÞ ¼ L0e
iVðtÞ
k ¼ C cos

VðtÞ
k

þ B sin
VðtÞ
k

ð11Þ

Setting the boundary conditions:

At t = 0, biotic irreversibility (represented by the age of

the organism, (Elsheikh 2015) is zero, so V (0) = 0, we let

L (0) = 0.

At t = A, the system is dead and V (A) = 0, and we let L

(A) = 0.

) 0 � t � A ð12Þ

This means the life of an organism is bounded, i.e., closed

within the interval (12), and thus, the organism has no life

before birth and has no life after death.

From (11) and the boundary conditions, we get:

C ¼ 0;
VðAÞ
k

¼ np; n ¼ 1; 2; ::

V Að Þ ¼ npk ¼ npbGAa

¼ np bG
f a

ð13Þ

Note the lifespan, A, is at the same time the period of

oscillations. Equation (13) is the second law of self-orga-

nization; it is a quantum information fractal law of evo-

lution and development.

2.11 Law of conservation of total bio-information

T ¼ U tð Þ þ Z N tð Þð Þ ¼ constant ð14Þ

U (t) is the population mean total vitality at time t during

successive generations, and Z (N (t)) is total natality den-

sity function at time t during successive generations.

Elsheikh (2014, 2015) shows that Eq. (14) can be

employed to derive logistic equations for the growth and

development of organisms and populations:

)
dp

dt
¼ p c�

Z t

0

_Udx

Z 0
N

0
@

1
A ð15Þ

where p is population size.

Moreover, to substantiate the notion of QIFF, Elsheikh

(2015) demonstrates that cell type, tissue, organ, organ

system and organism represent a nested hierarchy of bio-

information attractors, i.e., nested hierarchy of quantum

information stationary functional states whose maximum

size is given by (15).

3 Results

3.1 Evolution physical intelligent guiding principle

(EPIGP)

We have got two measures vitality as a measure of bio-

complexity given by Eq. (10) and total vitality as a mea-

sure of the genome’s capacity to generate bio-complexity

given by Eq. (8). Now the capacity to generate bio-com-

plexity could also be an appropriate definition for bio-
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intelligence; in consequence, the terms total vitality and

bio-intelligence can be used interchangeably.

Note for a given species, under constant environmental

conditions, V (A) remains constant for successive genera-

tions, in accordance with the following theorem:

V Að Þ ¼
ZA

0

v tð Þdt ¼ constant

Proof Given: V tð Þ ¼
Rt
0

v xð Þdx

) _VðtÞ ¼ v tð Þ

) _VðAÞ ¼ v Að Þ ¼ 0

)V Að Þ ¼ constant; ð16Þ

This is why a species preserves its kind through successive

generations indefinitely under constant environmental

conditions.

On the other hand, V (A) for different species due to

phylogenetic evolution changes, so let phylogenetically V

(A) = Bi, where Bi is bio-intelligence; then from (8), we

get:

Bi ¼ U Að ÞbAa ð17Þ

Definition Bio-intelligence, Bi, is the capacity to gener-

ate bio-complexity, or functional structures.

Thus, bio-intelligence has the dimensions of action,

information and time. It is the genome’s capacity to gen-

erate bio-complexity, or functional structures, and repre-

sents the evolution target criterion. To substantiate this

view, we employ Eq. (10):

vsðaÞ ¼ A�avðaÞ ¼ A�abEðaÞ‘aðaÞ ¼ _UðaÞb

where E (a) is total energy metabolized from the moment

of initial growth to time a when the organism is fully

grown, and ‘ (a) is the organism life expectancy at time a,
_UðaÞ is the rate of change of action at time a:

_UðaÞ ¼ EðaÞ 1 � a
A

� �a

ð18Þ

It is clear from (10) the increase in vs (a) necessitates the

increase in _UðaÞ and b, genome physical information,

(Sharov 2006; Marcov et al. 2010). However, the increase

in _UðaÞ, from (18), necessitates the increase in E (a) which

in turn requires the following conditions:

1. Maximization of a so the organism metabolizes more

energy.

2. Minimization of a
A
.

To satisfy both conditions forces the increase in A, the

organism lifespan. Since the increase in vs (a) involves the

increase in b, _UðaÞ, and A which at the same time

contribute to the defining parameters of Bi, it follows we

may reasonably assume that, using (10) and (17), in general

bio-complexity is a function of bio-intelligence:

vs að Þ ¼ F Bið Þ ð19Þ

In particular, if nature becomes generous to show sim-

plicity, we may have:

vs að Þ ¼ c1Bi ð20Þ

where c1 is proportionality constant. We denote Eq. (20) the

evolution physical intelligent guiding principle (EPIGP).

Bi, being the capacity to generate species bio-complex-

ity, defines the direction of evolutionary progress, i.e.,

defines the evolution target criterion. Evolutionists used to

measure body size, genome physical information or lifes-

pan in order to identify evolutionary progress, but in each

case, they found exceptions. Now bio-intelligence asserts

that evolutionary progress is the product of all these factors

or parameters taken together. The more evolved species is

the one having greater bio-intelligence, i.e., greater fusion

of action, information and time. The EPIGP does not clash

with Darwinian evolution basic mechanism, random

mutational changes and natural selection. Because natural

selection selects beneficial mutations and beneficial muta-

tions are those which satisfy the criteria of bio-intelligence.

Moreover, Jorgensen (2007, 2012, 2015) defines eco-

exergy density (Ex) by:

Ex ¼ b x 18:7
kJ

g
ð21Þ

b is a weighting factor based on information. It is clear

although eco-exergy density has the dimensions of energy;

the definition involves the product of the organism’s

embedded genetic information and its work energy per unit

of biomass. So there is strong correlation with vs (a). In

fact, Elsheikh (2014) discussed the correspondence

between vs (a) and eco-exergy density or exergy storage

and, in consequence, a correspondence between Jor-

gensen’s Ecological Law of Thermodynamics and the

maximum action principle, so it is reasonable to correlate

Ex to bio-intelligence:

Ex ¼ c2Bi ð22Þ

where c2 is proportionality constant. In this case, fortu-

nately, Jorgensen has prepared the experimental data for

Ex, where he demonstrates that evolution maximizes eco-

exergy density, producing a plot that has some approxi-

mation to exponential growth. Elsheikh (2014, 2015)

argues that the plot could represent good approximation to

power law distribution similar to the one given by

Elsheikh’s proposed second law of self-organization. The

second law shows that evolution maximizes bio-intelli-

gence inversely proportional to the frequency of bio-
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information oscillations. Elsheikh also argued that expo-

nential growth arises when we deal with physical infor-

mation measured in bytes as in the case of Moore’s law.

However, bio-complexity, as defined by Jorgensen,

Ulanowicz, Elsheikh and may be others, has the dimen-

sions of energy and information and produces power law

distribution, which can also account for Cambrian explo-

sion. Thus, bio-intelligence, as power law distribution,

driven by the maximum action principle, squeezes the

evolution timescale into the lifespan of the Earth (Fig. 2).

4 Courtesy of Sven Eric Jorgensen

4.1 Definition of life

Life must satisfy the maximum action principle and bio-

information which distinguish it from nonlife. It follows:

Life is spontaneous self-organization bio-information

phenomenon. This can be put in the following mathemat-

ical form:

A system is living if:

€Uð0Þ[ 0; and _vð0Þ[ 0 ð23Þ

A system is nonliving if:

€Uð0Þ ¼ 0; and _vð0Þ ¼ 0 ð24Þ

It is clear a system is nonliving if its total energy remains

constant and _vð0Þ ¼ 0:

4.2 Physical origin of bio-information

The origin of DNA and its genetic code is a deterministic

consequence of the union of the maximum action principle

and the DNA’s golden ratio-based dodecahedron fractal

geometry. Thus, origination of bio-information necessitates

the following conditions:

1. Sequential arrangement of DNA nucleotides along a

path of maximum action. This condition is satisfied by

the DNA helical and golden ratio-based fractal

geometry.

2. Sequential arrangement of DNA nucleotides along a

path of maximum bio-information. This condition

necessitates assigning bio-information (energy x infor-

mation) weights to the DNA different nucleotides in

order to be arranged into words (codons), sentences

and texts (genes) of maximum bio-information, hence

manifesting the bio-information code embedded and

hidden inside the standard genetic code. The embedded

bio-information code is contextually richer than the

standard genetic code, because it contains homonyms

(a homonym is a word that has more than one

meaning). Based on such bio-information code, a gene

becomes contextually rich, i.e., capable of producing

more than one protein.

Thus, the physical origin of bio-information resides in

the sequential arrangement of DNA nucleotides along

paths of maximum action and maximum bio-information.

Moreover, on one hand, the first law of self-organization

increases bio-information ontogenetically, and on the other

hand, the physical intelligent guiding principle increases

bio-information phylogenetically.

4.3 Quantization of bio-intelligence

Applying the second law to phylogenetic evolution yields:

Bi ¼
np bG
f a

ð25Þ

This law demonstrates that bio-intelligence is quantized

and bifurcates in accordance with Fibonacci numbers (1, 2,

3, 5, 8, 13…) to create specific disjoint stationary func-

tional states.

Moreover, it is a power law, a Pareto (1897) type of law,

which indicates that bio-intelligence varies directly with

Fibonacci numbers and genome physical information and

Fig. 2 Eco-exergy density in kj/g is plotted versus the time. Notice

the abrupt increase at the beginning of the Cambrian time, about 540

million years ago. Also the enhanced increase by emergence of

mammals, hominoids and humans can be seen clearly on the graph.

See also Jorgensen (2012)
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inversely with the frequency of bio-information oscilla-

tions. It is interesting that Bak and Paczuski (1995) have

also proposed a power law to account for punctuated

equilibrium, Eldredge and Gould (1972). However, based

on (25) the motif of bifurcations occurs in accordance with

Fibonacci numbers, n. In consequence, (25) generates

treelike structures ontogenetically as well as phylogeneti-

cally. Such result can be empirically underpinned by

development ontology tree, Edgar (2013) and the tree of

life, Rosindell (2012).

Elsheikh (2010, 2014, 2015) indicates that speciation is

a punctuationistic transition from a lower major bio-in-

formation attractor to an upper major attractor, governed

by the second law of self-organization. Consequently, the

existence of disjoint stationary states (attractors) implies

that transitional forms are genomically unstable, transient

dwellers, which may explain the absence or scarcity of

their fossil records. The bio-information attractor which

represents the organism as a whole is a major attractor with

respect to Kauffman (1995) ontogenetic attractors which

represent the different cell types during the organism

development.

As stated above, the second law of self-organization,

Eq. (25), is a power law, i.e., scale invariant, and it describes

the development and evolution of cellular organisms and

multi-cellular organisms, reflecting the self-similarity of

biological hierarchy. The law has also an important aspect of

quantization, which can be revealed by inquiring about the

nature of the integer n. The integer n is supposed to account

for the functional stationary quantum states of a living sys-

tem, and the stability and functionality of its pattern forma-

tions. For this sake, let us suppose an organism having total

action U1 produces another organism of total action U2; in

consequence, three possibilities emerge:

Case

1

U2 = U1, in this case the organism U1 is said to

be stable or in stationary state

Case

2

U2\ U1, in this case the organism U1 is said to

be degraded, and it is a path preferable by the least

action principle and the second law of

thermodynamics

Case

3

U2[ U1, in this case the organism U1 is said to

grow or evolve, i.e., manifests the maximum

action principle. However, to accommodate the

maximum action principle and the scale

invariance of the second law, we consider the

following conditions:

1. U2 [ U1 ) U2

U1
[ 1

2. U2

U1
¼ U1þU2

U2

Condition 2 preserves the scale invariance. Restating the

above conditions in terms of n1 and n2 which are real

numbers associated with U1 and U2 such that n2[ n1, we

get:

n2

n1

¼ n1 þ n2

n2

¼ n1

n2

þ 1 let
n2

n1

¼ x we get:

x ¼ 1

x
þ 1 ) x2 � x� 1 ¼ 0

) x ¼ n2

n1

¼ 1 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ 4

p

2
¼ 1:618 � � � ¼ golden ratio ð26Þ

This means the golden ratio, being widespread in living

systems, is a deterministic consequence of the maximum

action principle and fractality, Mandelbrot (1982), and that

n in the fractal law, Eq. (25), is Fibonacci’s number.

Based on the second law of self-organization, both

phylogeny and ontogeny are processes that generate and

assemble minor attractors associated with Fibonacci num-

bers. In consequence, it is reasonable to assume that the

tree of life as well as ontogenetic cellular differentiation

could be subject to computer simulation on the basis of the

field equations. The realization that phylogenetic evolution

(macroevolution) is driven by a power law distribution (the

second law) may shed some light on the Cambrian explo-

sion. Accordingly, 80 % of the initial time of phylogenetic

evolution contributes 20 % of bio-intelligence increase,

whereas the 20 % of the succeeding time contributes 80 %

of bio-intelligence increase, which may account for the

Cambrian explosion. Now, since the Cambrian explosion

started approximately 0.6 billion years ago, it means that

life originated approximately 3 billion years ago.

4.4 Conservation of total bio-information

In addition, Eq. (14) can also be used to describe phylo-

genetic evolution. For example, since the evolutionary

process, in general, maximizes bio-intelligence, based on

(14) evolution also minimizes natality rate. This resolves

Waddington’s problem ‘‘For us the major problem is one

which was only a second order issue for Darwin. This is the

problem of adaptation. Why do we find animals and plants

which have structures and capacities that make them

admirably suited to carry out extraordinary living routines

in the most unlikely situations, often highly unfavorable for

reproduction?’’ (Waddington 1968a, b, c). Furthermore, if a

population or species is somehow forced to regress, i.e., its

bio-intelligence decreases, then from (14), its natality rate

must increase. Otherwise, the species is susceptible to

extinction.

4.5 Multi-level selection

One of the important discoveries of QIB is that the genome

total bio-information generates two survival components:
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reproductive fitness component and bio-intelligence fitness

component. Then, since phylogenetic evolution maximizes

bio-intelligence, it follows conservation of genome total

bio-information which leads to the decrease in natality rate,

i.e., decreases the number of offspring propagated and the

mechanisms supporting this fitness, such as selfishness and

violence. This process is in favor of consolidating altruism,

which is quite evident from the evolution of major transi-

tions. The major transition in evolution refer to the tran-

sitions from solitary replicators to network of replicators

enclosed within compartments, from independent genes to

chromosomes, from prokaryotic cells to eukaryotic cells

containing organelles, from unicellular to multicellular

organisms and from solitary organisms to colonies, (Oka-

sha 2005).

Wilson and Wilson (2007) emphasize that there is

agreement that selection occurs within and among groups,

that the balance between levels of selection can itself

evolve and that a major transition occurs when selection

within groups is suppressed, enabling selection among

groups to dominate the final vector of evolutionary change.

Bio-intelligence, by maximizing both creativity and

altruism, facilitates the group selection fitness unit, in

support of Wilson and Wilson (2007) proposed sociobiol-

ogy’s new theoretical foundation: ‘‘Selfishness beats

altruism within groups. Altruistic groups beat selfish

groups. Everything else is commentary.’’ Thus, extending

new Darwinian theory by accommodating a new fitness

component substantiates the theory of multi-level selection

by identifying the group selection fitness unit.

4.6 Origin of human intelligence

According to the EPIGP, production of new bio-intelli-

gence is phylogenetic property. We assume that due to the

evolution of Homo sapiens brain architecture and the

emergence of human higher mental powers, bio-intelli-

gence as capacity to generate functional structures has been

realized as an ontogenetic property. Thus, humans become

both products and producers of bio-intelligence. Humans,

being producers of bio-intelligence, signify, originate the

socio-cultural evolution and, at the same time, explain why

human socio-cultural evolution maximizes bio-intelligence

faster than genetic evolution.

Human intelligence as the ability to acquire and apply

knowledge creates nonmaterial functional structures, e.g.,

language, mathematics, philosophy, arts and material

functional structures, e.g., cars, factories, aero planes and

computers. These functional structures neither reproduce

nor evolve spontaneously, so human intelligence is still far

behind life’s bio-intelligence. Nonetheless, it is evident that

‘‘The nature of intelligence is nature’s intelligence.’’

5 Discussion

Is it possible within the domain of present-day standard

physics to claim that life has a physical intelligent guiding

principle? The answer is big no. Why? Because revealing

the PIGP necessitates the extension of the domain of

standard physics in order to incorporate life phenomenon.

It is highly significant, within the extended domain, to look

for a working hypothesis, a unifying concept that plays in

biology the role the concept of energy plays in physics.

Energy is not appropriate to contain the dynamical essence

of bio-systems, because bio-systems are also information

processors. Information also is inappropriate not only

because a bio-system is a system of energy but also

because Shannon type of information, being a measure of

improbability, measures static complexity, while bio-

complexity is developmental and functional. Thus, the

search for the unifying concept of biology necessitates a

clue; the clue is to look for a physical property that dis-

tinguishes life from nonlife.

We suggest that bio-information which is a fusion of

energy and information and which becomes zero for

inanimate systems is the required unifying concept of

biology. We proved that bio-information like energy is

conserved and quantized, but unlike energy it self-orga-

nizes, because while inanimate systems are subject to the

least action principle, bio-systems are subject to the max-

imum action principle. The maximum action principle,

being the physical law that distinguishes life from nonlife,

complies with and underpins bio-information. In conse-

quence, both phylogeny and ontogeny are subject to the

maximum action principle, i.e., to the field equations of

QIB.

Probably, some physicists may worry about the fate of

the least action principle. I urge them to be comfort-

able because the maximum action principle does not vio-

late the least action principle. The situation is similar to the

relationship between relativity or quantum mechanics and

classical mechanics; relativity does not violate classical

mechanics rather it covers a domain which is beyond the

domain of validity of classical mechanics. And since the

new domain of relativity is more general, it contains the

laws of classical mechanics as special case. It is same with

the maximum action principle which operates beyond the

domain of the least action principle, and contains the least

action principle as special case.

Consider the first law of self-organization [Eq. (7)]

when t = A, i.e., an organism is dead, the rate of change of

action becomes zero which means the inanimate system

becomes in stationary state; moreover, the second time

derivative is also zero which indicates that the system’s

total energy is conserved. More importantly, we, as
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scientists, must stick to empirical evidence as it is clear a

bio-system, ontogenetically (embryogenesis and morpho-

genesis), as well as phylogenetically, traces a path of

maximum action. Without the maximum action principle, I

emphasize, with full confidence, that physics will remain

forever blind to comprehend life phenomenon.

In fact, Davies (2004) asserts that life being an emergent

phenomenon exhibiting novel properties and principles is not in

conflict with causal closure at the microscopic level. He argues

that advances in cosmological theory suggesting an upper

bound on the information processing capacity of the universe

(Lloyd 2002) may resolve this conflict for systems exceeding a

certain threshold of complexity. A numerical estimate of the

threshold places it at the level of a small protein. He indicates

that this result may be traced in part to the operation of as-yet-to-

be-elucidated biological organizing principles, consistent with,

but not reducible to, the laws of physics operating at the micro-

level. I call such organizing principle the life-organizing prin-

ciple or the bio-information attractor.

Finally, the bio-information attractor is a minor attractor

when describing cellular dynamics and a major bio-infor-

mation attractor when describing multicellular organism

dynamics. A cell type is an example of minor bio-infor-

mation attractor which belongs to the basin of a major bio-

information attractor. Thus, both phylogeny and ontogeny

are processes of generation and assembly of minor attrac-

tors. The attractors’ quantum information stationary func-

tional states are given by Fibonacci numbers. Although

mutational changes are random, beneficial mutations for

which the bio-information attractor undertakes negative

damping are beneficial because they generate or consoli-

date a bio-intelligence quantum information stationary

functional state, so they are not random.

6 Conclusion

To reveal the evolution physical intelligent guiding prin-

ciple (EPIGP), it was necessary in the first place to dis-

tinguish between genome’s physical information and

genome’s bio-information. The genome’s bio-information

is about the phenotype, it is a measure of developmental

functional complexity, and it increases before adulthood,

has a maximum when an organism is fully grown,

decreases afterward and becomes zero when the organism

dies. Thus, it distinguishes life from nonlife and has the

dimensions of energy and information because there is no

function without energy. Vitality, being a measure of the

genome’s capacity to generate bio-complexity, is mathe-

matically defined in order to satisfy the above-mentioned

bio-information criteria. So while vitality represents bio-

complexity, total vitality represents the genome’s capacity

to generate bio-complexity, i.e., represents bio-intelligence.

Since physical properties are usually underpinned by

physical laws, the spontaneous increase in bio-information

before adulthood must be underpinned by a physical law

that complies with it, so the law or principle itself must

distinguish life from nonlife. The best candidate in this

regard is the maximum action principle. Thus, it is proved

that a bio-system’s rate of change of action is directly

proportional to the increase in its bio-information.

DNA is information storage, processor and replicator; in

addition, due to its helical structure and golden ratio-based

fractal geometry, it becomes a vortex for charge-wave

implosion that maintains maximum coherence. Hence, it

embodies the maximum action principle and generates bio-

information oscillations for successive generations. It

resembles the material substrate for a quantum information

fractal field (QIFF). The QIFF is a function over bio-in-

formation and time; it is a nested hierarchy of bio-infor-

mation attractors toward which a bio-system is attracted.

The life state of an organism, being an attribute of a

QIFF, is represented by a periodic bio-information func-

tional attractor which is a generalized Schrodinger type of

system. Based on the bio-information attractor, the other

field equations are derived, and these are the first and

second laws of self-organization.

Now we have a measure of bio-complexity for different

species, and a measure for their capacity to generate bio-

complexity which we call bio-intelligence; therefore, it is

reasonable to assume that the specie’s bio-complexity is a

function of its bio-intelligence. In consequence, biological

evolution, underpinned by the maximum action principle,

maximizes bio-intelligence. On this perspective, Darwinian

theory becomes more intelligible, because as natural

selection provides the mechanism, the maximum action

principle provides the driving force. It follows both ques-

tions of how and why evolution occurs are answered on

naturalistic basis.
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